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The dream of designing soon became a reality for Lisa Tobias who gave up a successful career 
as an actuarial consultant in New York and formed Tobias Design located in Hopewell borough 
over 10 years ago.Lisa and her staff provide clients with her combined skill set of analytics, 
creativity and a natural people-person disposition, offering clients a seamless process for reno-
vating their kitchen or bath, which can be a daunting task to most people.

Lisa lends a creative eye that combines style 
with function in the most cost-effective way. 
Through the design process she gets to know 
your likes and dislikes, what works and what 
doesn’t, so she can help achieve a style that 
fits you perfectly. When it comes time to se-
lect cabinetry, flooring, countertops, lighting, 
and appliances, she’s there to advise you on 
what is going to look, feel, and function the best. Cabinetry styles range from traditional to modern 
from quality lines by Bentwood Luxury Kitchens, SieMatic, Artcraft Kitchens and Greenfield Cabi-
netry. Lisa has worked on unique projects including designing kitchens for many historic homes, 
complete makeovers of both small and grand spaces including not only kitchens and baths, but 
media rooms, mud rooms and home offices, all while working with various styles and budgets.

Lisa has built a solid reputation serving clients in Princeton/Central New Jersey and Bucks 
County; however clients from Red Bank, Florida, New York, Delaware and Wisconsin have 
sought out her design expertise and the quality products that Tobias Design offers.  Lisa takes 
great pride in her work which reflects in the thorough process she follows for every project and 
personal attention to detail that is so important to her. 
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